Emancipation from Worldly Entanglements
Part 1
As the ‘Supreme Soul’ is self-illumined and is the creator, It is not in
any ‘bondage’ or ‘encumbrance’. In reality He is totally joyous,
‘completely independent’ and ‘carefree’. As a result of being the offsprings of such an independent and carefree Supreme Soul, it is the
‘hereditary right’ of every person to independent. For this reason in the
innermost-consciousness of every man there is unknowingly a continuous
pull of this hereditary independence. But man because of his ignorance,
under the influence of passion, anger, greed, attachment, egotism etc and
indulging in actions of the ‘enslavement’ of low mental sensual desires,
remains entangled in many types of ‘bonds’ and has lost his hereditary
independence. In Gurbani there is clear reference of these various
‘encumbrances’ (bonds) of man.
1

Rituals and religions are all just entanglements; bad and good are bound up with them.
Those things done for the sake of children and spouse, in ego and attachment, are just
more bonds.
551

2

In egotism, the soul is in bondage, and the Naam, the Name of the Lord, does not
come to abide in the mind.
560

3

All of these relatives are like chains upon the soul, O Siblings of Destiny; the world is
deluded by doubt.
602

4

My mind is deluded, entangled in Maya.
Whatever I do, while engaged in greed, only serves to bind me down.

5
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Crying out, "Mine! Mine!", he is bound in bondage.
Entangled in Maya, he is reincarnated in heaven and hell.

702

761

6

The world is chasing after worldly affairs; caught and bound, it does not understand
contemplative meditation.
1010

7

You can do anything, but whatever you do, only serves to tie your feet.
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1

The mind is churning with so many waves of desire. How can one be emancipated in
the Court of the Lord?
1088

2

Millions of rituals and actions taken are the root of entanglements.
Without meditating and vibrating on the Lord, the mortal gathers only worthless
bundles of straw.
1149

3

This mind is entangled in worldly affairs, creating more and more karma.
Enchanted by Maya, it cries out in suffering forever.
1176

4

There is only one bird in the lake, but there are fifty trappers.
This body is caught in the waves of desire. O my True Lord, You are my only hope!
1384

Although we are under the impression that we are ‘independent’ and can
act according to our will, yet this is not true. In fact we are shackled in
many types of worldly attachments. We and the whole creation have been
created by the Lord God and are bound by His Divine order or discipline or
nature. Except for man, the 8.4 million creatures are living according to the
divine will or are in tune with Him. For this reason, their evolution is taking
place upwards. Because of the limited intellect of these 8.4 million
creatures, they cannot use their mind or cleverness; therefore they are
moving in tune with the Infinite and are unable to go against the Divine
Will. But God has given man capacious and sharp intellect. Coming under
the influence of previous births and the colouring of our mind, we make
wrong use of our sharp intellect through reasoning and scheming. In this
way, bound by action and reaction, entangled in the worldly attachments of
our self-created traditions’, we are suffering away.
The Gurus have warned in Gurbani about these ‘bonds’ of man thus –
5

O my stranger soul, why do you fall into entanglements?

6

The night is a net, and the day is a net; there are as many traps as there are moments.
990

7

With relish and delight, you continually bite at the bait; you are trapped, you fool - how
will you ever escape?
990

8

Again and again, the crow falls into the trap.
Then he regrets it, but what can he do now?
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439

935

Despite the warnings of Gurbani and many great souls, man is entangled
in many types of ‘bondages’. But because he is ignorant about these
‘bondages’, he thinks he is independent and he has no ‘bondages’.
Therefore he is not making any effort to liberate himself from these mental
bondages. Moreover, through his ignorance, unconsciously indulging in
wrong actions, he is daily being shackled in the bondages fashioned with
the chains of fresh actions and is thus making the previous chain even more
powerful.
1

O Nanak, as many as are the sins one commits, so many are the chains around his
neck.
595

To alert man, Gurbani has explained clearly these various types of
‘bondages’ and has indicated how to evade and escape from them.
Come! Let us now discuss some types of human ‘bondages –
1 Bondage of egotism – ‘Egotism’ is the main reason for our actions
and ‘bondages’. If we learn the method of following the ‘will’ of divine
Order, then we can escape the bondages of (our) ego-ridden actions. But
following the ‘will’ is one thing, we are not even aware of the ‘Divine
Command’.
2

Everyone is subject to His Command; no one is beyond His Command.
O Nanak, one who understands His Command, does not speak in ego.

1

For this reason –
3

In egotism, the soul is in bondage, and the Naam, the Name of the Lord, does not
come to abide in the mind.
560

4

He indulges in egotism and pride, and falls into entanglements, but he does not meet
the Lord by these devices.
642

Divine ‘command’ is peace and salvation giving for us. All other
creatures are unknowingly and automatically following this command. For
this reason they are more independent and comfortable than human beings
and are not bound by action and reaction.
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In reality ‘egotism’ is regarding oneself as ‘separate’ entity instead of
understanding and acknowledging oneself as an offspring of the Timeless
Being. Man is born in ‘egotism’, indulges in ego-ridden actions, gets
entangled in attachments and coming under control of the jaws of death
remains entangled in the cycle of transmigration.
1 This body is the puppet of Maya. The evil of egotism is within it.
Coming and going through birth and death, the self-willed manmukhs lose
their honour.
31
2 These beings are bound by pleasure and pain; they do their deeds in
egotism.
67
3 Man is bound by the chains of his own egotism, selfishness and conceit.
The spiritually blind place the blame on others.
258
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In ego they come, and in ego they go.
In ego they are born, and in ego they die.
In ego they give, and in ego they take.
In ego they earn, and in ego they lose.
In ego they become truthful or false.
In ego they reflect on virtue and sin.
In ego they go to heaven or hell.
In ego they laugh, and in ego they weep.
In ego they become dirty, and in ego they are washed clean.
In ego they lose social status and class.
In ego they are ignorant, and in ego they are wise.
They do not know the value of salvation and liberation.
In ego they love Maya, and in ego they are kept in darkness by it.
Living in ego, mortal beings are created.
When one understands ego, then the Lord's gate is known.
Without spiritual wisdom, they babble and argue.
O Nanak, by the Lord's Command, destiny is recorded.
As the Lord sees us, so are we seen.
466

5 This is the nature of ego, that people perform their actions in ego.
This is the bondage of ego, that time and time again, they are reborn.
466
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1

In egotism, one is assailed by fear; he passes his life totally troubled by fear.
Egotism is such a terrible disease; he dies, to be reincarnated - he continues coming
and going.
592

2

He may remain devoted to worship and adoration, bowing his forehead to the floor,
practicing the six religious rituals.
He indulges in egotism and pride, and falls into entanglements, but he does not meet
the Lord by these devices.
642

3

All the deeds done in egotism,
are just chains around the neck.

1004

2 ‘Me-mineness’ or the bondages of the ‘desire’ of egotism –
The thought of ‘me-mineness’ emerges from egotism. The feeling of ‘memineness’ remains clinging to us day and night, even in our dreams. We act
under this ego-ridden ‘feeling’, and experiencing its result we continue to
suffer.
Knowing very well that this body, wealth, relations, land, property are
all perishable and that none of them will accompany us (to the world
hereafter), still we embrace and cling to them, regarding them as ours and
are (thereby) shackled in the bondages of ‘me-mineness’. To impose our
‘ownership’ upon these destructible things is the result of our mental doubtfallacy.
faith
In other words the ingrained ‘faith or belief’ in ‘me-mineness’ is indeed
the root cause of man’s problems, sufferings, worry-anxiety etc.
4

This wealth, property and Maya are false. In the end, you must leave these, and depart
in sorrow.
77

5

Crying out, "Mine, mine!", they are ruined.
They do not remember their souls; they are asleep in superstition. 362

6

Bound to household and possessions, the mortals are lost in the deep, dark pit.
388

7

He is concerned with 'mine and yours', and so he is held in bondage. 400

8

Crying out, "Mine! Mine!", he is bound in bondage.
Entangled in Maya, he is reincarnated in heaven and hell.

9
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Living in egotism and possessiveness, you are deluded; committing sins, you have no
kindness for others.
826
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1
2

Harbouring self-conceit and self-interest
is just like placing chains around one's ankles.

1004

Emotional attachment to Maya is a treacherous ocean of pain and poison, which cannot
be crossed.
Screaming, "Mine, mine!", they rot and die; they pass their lives in egotism.
1417

3 Physical Bondage – The body does not act on its own. It is a
means through which our thoughts, desires, emotions and habits express
themselves.
If some thought or action is repeatedly practised through the body, then
it becomes the body’s habit and that action becomes our nature. Even if we
want to stop such unnecessary and harmful actions, the body continues to
carry on according to the ingrained habits automatically and unknowingly.
In this way we becomes ‘slaves’ of our self-carved or fashioned ‘habits’
from which it is extremely difficult to escape.
To clarify this topic, some examples are being given –
Human birth is difficult to attain and is invaluable. Taking care of it,
keeping it healthy, hale and hearty and making appropriate use of it
according to nature is our goal. But we, instead of eating simple and
nourishing food, are getting used to eating – peppery, spicy and tasty dishes
such as prauthay, puri, kachori, samosay, pakaurhay, achar, chatni, meat
etc. – all of which are harmful to our health. Even if we come to know that
they are harmful and we wish to avoid them, still we cannot give them up.
In this way we become ‘slaves’ to the fancy of our tongue (or taste) as a
result of which we acquire many types of illnesses.
Similarly, (continuous) use of alcohol or tobacco or other intoxicating
materials leads to their habitual consumption. Despite experiencing their
harmful effects, it is impossible to leave them and the consumers remaining
trapped in their self imposed slavery experience suffering, affliction,
sickness etc.
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Some people are also entrapped in various types of addictions - as
opium, hemp flower preparation, ganja, some intoxicating herbs (canabis,
indica) heroin, intoxicating pills etc – all of which ruin our lives. The socalled modern culture of western countries too has not been able to escape
from this ‘alcohol-slavery’ and (these countries) are the pace setters for
other countries.
Many people entangled in the slavery of base sensual desires indulge in
many types of sins and acquire incurable diseases which ruin their valuable
health.
These sensual desires are all pervading and human beings from every
country, race, cast, creed are badly trapped in the ‘slavery’ of these
inclinations, and immersed in them, human beings, despite experiencing
extreme suffering-affliction, cannot escape or extricate themselves from
them, and lead hell –like lives.
Experiencing base inclinations and sensual desires again and again or
indulging continually in them, make them dynamic. These dynamic sensual
desires can have such a ‘grip’ on our mind that even our (power of)
deliberation, spiritual knowledge, rituals become incapable of putting reins
on their dynamic effects.
Similarly our higher education, science and philosophies too have been
unable to control these dynamic sensual desires – on the contrary, the more
progress the so called modern civilisation makes the more subtle and
developed our sensual desires become.
1

Everyone speaks of wisdom and meditation;
but bound in bondage, the whole world is wandering around in confusion.

728

The surprising thing is that even our religions of today, have become
incapable of exercising control over those base sensual desires- on the
contrary these sensual desires are increasing-expanding (proliferating) under
the cover of religion.
2
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I cannot escape my desire for sin and corruption.
I make all sorts of efforts to hold back from this desire, but it clings to me, again and
again.
855
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Many people acquire the habit of using meaningless words or abusive
language in their conversation – this is referred to as ‘tekeeaa kelaam’ meaning
favourite word or phrase habitually repeated in speech. These unnecessary and
laughable words make our ‘speech’ or ‘language’ ludicrous as well.
As an example, one elderly doctor came to the ‘sangat’ (congregation).
According to his habit he used naked profanity with ever utterance of his. When
his attention was drawn towards this, he at once used the same abusive
language and said.... ‘who is using abusive language?’ This it is proof that the
grown up-responsibly doctor was not even aware of the naked profanities he
indulged in. He had become so used to his uncultured filthy habit, that using
abusive language had become a part of his life.
In villages people do not talk or converse without using some ‘vulgar’
abusive language (within an environment in which) our new society is
manifesting itself, and this (situation) will inevitably influence the future
generations.
The above example tells us that we are helpless in the slavery our selfcarved or fashioned habits about which we (ourselves) are not even aware – let
alone the arising of the thought of freeing (ourselves from them). Similarly, the
pampering, make-up, taste, relish, desires of the body are indeed ‘bondages’.
The greater part of our lives attention and time is wasted on pampering, (skin)
care, nurturing, make-up of the physical body.
Our mind, intellect and attention is revolving around the ‘hub’ linked to the
importance attached to the feeling of the physical ‘existence’. This is the reason
why our whole body too, is one of the causes of our ‘bondages’.
1

O Nanak, as many as are the sins one commits, so many are the chains around his
neck.
595

2

This body is the source of all Maya;
in love with duality, it is deluded by doubt.

3

1065

As many as are the pleasures of the body, so many are the pains which afflict it.
1287

4 The ‘bondages’ of rituals and superstitions - despite the existence of
so much modern education, religious knowledge and philosophies, we are still
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entangled in numerous rituals and superstitions based on old superstitions and
suffering. The regret is that even our scholars and the learned have not been able
to escape the bondages of these ‘superstitions’. We remain in the bondages of
rituals imitatively, under compulsion, unknowingly, unnecessarily and for public
display.
In other words as our education, science, philosophy, the so-called culture and
the so-called religions are developing, so also our physical, mental, and religious
situation is ‘sinking or regressing’ , and entangled in these various types of
‘bondages’ we are needlessly wasting away our invaluable lives.
It has been heard that in India there are about ten million so-called sadhus,
saints, faqirs, holy men, naked ascetics, gurus, contractors of religion, but they
themselves are entangled in the ‘bondages’ of many hollow rites-rituals and are
entangling other truth-seekers as well.
1

People may recite by heart the Shaastras, the Simritees and the four Vedas;
they may be ascetics, great, self-disciplined Yogis; they may visit sacred shrines of
pilgrimage
and perform the six ceremonial rituals, over and over again, performing worship
services and ritual bathings.
Even so, if they have not embraced love for the Supreme Lord God, then they shall
surely go to hell.
70

2a They read scriptures, and contemplate the Vedas; they practice the inner cleansing
techniques of Yoga, and control of the breath.
But they cannot escape from the company of the five passions; they are increasingly
bound to egotism. ||1||
b O Beloved, this is not the way to meet the Lord; I have performed these rituals so
many times.
I have collapsed, exhausted, at the Door of my Lord Master; I pray that He may grant
me a discerning intellect. ||Pause||
c One may remain silent and use his hands as begging bowls, and wander naked in the
forest.
He may make pilgrimages to river banks and sacred shrines all over the world, but his
sense of duality will not leave him. ||2||
d His mind's desires may lead him to go and dwell at sacred places of pilgrimage, and
offer his head to be sawn off;
but this will not cause the filth of his mind to depart, even though he may make
thousands of efforts. ||3||
e He may give gifts of all sorts - gold, women, horses and elephants.
He may make offerings of corn, clothes and land in abundance, but this will not lead
him to the Lord's Door. ||4||
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f

He may remain devoted to worship and adoration, bowing his forehead to the floor,
practicing the six religious rituals.
He indulges in egotism and pride, and falls into entanglements, but he does not meet
g the Lord by these devices. ||5||
He practices the eighty-four postures of Yoga, and acquires the supernatural powers of
the Siddhas, but he gets tired of practicing these.
He lives a long life, but is reincarnated again and again; he has not met with the Lord.
641
1a Someone worshipped stone and placed it on his head.
Someone hung the phallus (lingam) from his neck.
b Someone visualized God in the South
and someone bowed his head towards the West.
c Some fool worships the idols
and someone goes to worship the dead.
d

The whole world is entangled in false rituals
and has not known the secret of Lord-God. Sveyeh P 10 (V30)

5 Political Bondage – Although politically we are independent of the
slavery of another country, yet we are still badly entrapped in the
‘bondages’ of bureaucracy, corruption, smuggling, adulteration, nepotism,
dictatorship, factionalism etc. Much of our time and energy is spent in this
low political struggle.
2

The Dark Age of Kali Yuga is the knife, and the kings are butchers; righteousness has
sprouted wings and flown away.
In this dark night of falsehood, the moon of Truth is not visible anywhere.
145

3

Beholding the sight of the petitioner, compassion is not aroused.
No one lives without give and take.
The king administers justice only if his palm is greased.
No one is moved by the Name of God.
350

4

One who calls himself a king, and acts in ego and pride, is caught by his doubts, like a
parrot in a trap.
407

5

The kings are tigers, and their officials are dogs;
they go out and awaken the sleeping people to harass them.
The public servants inflict wounds with their nails.
The dogs lick up the blood that is spilled.
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These low, immoral inclinations have penetrated, infiltrated, permeated
every aspect of our lives or every part of our body and we are suffering
intensely from their unnecessary ‘bondages’.
Our country has been acknowledged as the ‘cradle’ of ‘religions’, but
this moral degradation has greatly increased in our country.
Our religious were (meant) to uplift us from this moral degeneration but
when our so called religions too are entangled (or trapped) in the
superstitions of these rites-rituals, then what can be the condition of the poor
masses.
Fire burning outside the stream can be extinguished with the water of the stream,
but if the boat in the rive catches fire how can that be extinguished?
Escaping from the attack of a robber while out in the open, one can run and take shelter in
a fort or other such place,
but when someone robs within the fort, what can be done then?
If for fear of thieves one takes refuge with a ruler,
but if the ruler starts punishing, then what can be done?
Fearing the dragon – net of worldly compulsions, if one goes to the door of the Guru,
and if maya overpowers him there too, then there is no escape.
Kabet Swayye BG 544

6. Social Bondages - We are all tightly shackled in the ‘bonds’ of
social rituals and despite extreme suffering, instead of lessening or leaving
them we are in fact increasing them. We have made our births, deaths,
engagements, marriages and many other social festivals so complex,
elaborate, showy and expensive that besides the inconvenience, the people
are suffering under the weight of unnecessary expenditure.
Despite our education, modern civilization and scientific thinking – we,
instead of making an effort to break these unnecessary and painful rituals
and traditions, are in competition to surpass others in such worthless display
or publicity.
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One example is being given of these useless and distressing rituals and
traditions –
In the past when a girl was engaged, just one rupee was given as
‘shagan’ or cash gift to perform the engagement. Now we have complicated
the engagement ceremony so much that we first have ‘roka’ (reservation),
then ‘thakaa’ (preliminary ceremony to the formal engagement), followed
by the giving of the ‘shagan’. Other practices of engagement and marriage
are being added according to the fancy of the mind, and so much display and
unnecessary expenditure is (truly) amazing. To carry out such practices
every one is competing with one another to put up a better show as a result
of which the greed of the bridegroom’s family also increases imitatively. In
this way, our society entangled in these social bonds is weakening and
suffering. The result is that it has become very difficult and expensive for a
poor man to get his daughter married. If our attitude of ‘showing off’ and
the strong desire for dowry continues to increase like this, then that time will
come soon when people experiencing hardship will kill their daughters as
soon as they are born – just as it was done in the past to save them from the
tyranny of the Moghuls. But the regretful thing is that our sages, meditators,
scholars, religious leaders, social reformers, instead of stopping or lessening
these worthless displays and ‘distressful bondages’, are themselves being
carried away by them. How painful it is that even in the current modern
civilization many innocent girls are compelled to commit suicide because of
the ‘bondages’ of such worthless practices and are sacrificed on the ‘funeral
pyre’ of dowry.
Nowadays it is possible to get the details of the child while it is still in
the womb. If it is known that the child in the womb is a ‘female’ then it is
aborted. In other words to escape the bad practice of ‘dowry’, the unborn
girl is murdered and this is not regarded as a sin.
We have become so immersed in these traditional ‘social bondages’ that
parents are left with no feelings of (what is) immorality and (what is
morality). Such cruel tyrannical ‘sins’ occur only in this country (India) –
where
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there is a abundance of today’s religions. In other countries there is no
distinction between a boy and girl, as such the girl does not suffer such
cruelties. These ‘bondages’ of ‘dowry’ are self created by us as result of which
we suffer greatly and earn or ‘cultivate’ sins.
Such ‘rituals and traditions’ are indeed carved or fashioned by ourselves
through our society.
In every caste-community-country there are distinct ‘rituals and traditions’
of various types and they keep on changing too.
We continue to experience to experience extreme suffering from these
useless and meaningless rituals and traditions or superstitions.
These bonds of rituals and traditions are not even compelled by ‘religious
rules’ or ‘government laws’.
Even then we have no courage to break or change them because we are
firmly gripped in the bonds of ‘pleasing people’ or following the way of the
world.
7 The Bondages of Philosophy – This is a very subtle chain about
which the learned and the scholars themselves are not aware of because (their)
mind is influenced or coloured by the intellectual knowledge or philosophy.
In dense jungle, there are many foot-paths crisscrossing – everywhere,
made with the feet of the animals. These paths do not indicate any direction.
If some human being enters such thick jungle, then he gets entangled in the
jungle’s maze and coming out of it becomes impossible.
Similarly, if the mind gets entangled in the jungle of complicated
philosophies of the sharp intellect’s ability to ‘skin hair’, then it becomes
impossible to come out of it. If one point or doubt is cleared, then ten others
doubts emerge or arise.
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The reason for this is that a scholar i or philosopher evaluates, weighs
every point with his sharp intellect and then gets the result. We, from the realm
of the intellect
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are so immersed in the analysis of what, why and how, that the original
‘real point’ is left aside or forgotten.
This is the play of the triguni (three phased) intellectual realm - in
which our mind remain engrossed and we remain imprisoned in the
knowledge and philosophy of our limited ‘intellect’.
As long as intuitional knowledge does not well (even) as we abide in the
company of sadh through guru’s grace, in our innermost consciousness, the
company of the holy, so long we will remain in the ‘bondages’ of doubtfallacy of the limited intellectual realm and will stay deprived of the
spiritual realm’s intuitional flashes, relish, colour and love of one’s inner
being.
1

The more clever tricks I tried, the more bonds I was saddled with. 214

2

Cleverness is of no use at all.
Whatever my Lord and Master deems to be right - that alone comes to pass.

496

Reading and studying, one becomes confused, and suffers punishment.
By great cleverness, one is consigned to coming and going in reincarnation.

686

3
4

Everyone speaks of wisdom and meditation;
but bound in bondage, the whole world is wandering around in confusion. 728

5

By all sorts of efforts, people do not find salvation.
Through clever tricks, the weight is only piled on more and more.

6

Even with great cleverness, the fear of death clings to you.

178

265

Bhai Sahib Dr. Veer Singh has used very beautiful sarcasm for these
intellectual scholars –
‘ O scholar, (while) you sit in the prison of intellectual realm,
Our deep friendship has been established in the land of emotions and
passions.’
Similarly in one other place another beautiful opinion is expressed –
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‘Lamenting, what happened, how and why it happened, the wise die.
O life, why do you tread that path, which is filled with guides such as these.
Give up the struggle, love only the One, and become joyously peaceful
(Being lost in)Intoxication (of Naam) is better than alertness (for) it keeps one
connected.’
L90.14`

8 Slavery of Fashion – In nature newness or novelty has spontaneity
in its flow. Acceding to this flow or momentum everything spontaneously
keeps changing in the flow of ‘hukum’ or command according to which
everyone has to mould his life.
In olden times the pace of newness or ‘fashion’ was very slow and the
pace of forsaking the old fashion and adopting the new fashion was gradual.
In this way the old fashioned clothes etc. were used until they were worn out
and only then new fashioned clothes were sewn.
But nowadays the ‘life-pace’ of human beings has become very sharp or
racy and together with this our fashions too keep changing rapidly. The
enthusiasm or joy of wearing out the outgoing fashion has yet to be fulfilled
when ever new fashions make their appearance. Thus we have to abandon
clothes of the previous fashion without them being worn out.
Some examples of the changing pace of fashions are being given here –
With our own eyes we have seen that ‘dresses’ of ladies used to be up to
the knees; then gradually they became longer and longer until they reached
the ankles. After some time, these dresses became shorter and shorter again
until they reached the knees.
Similarly men’s pants used to be very tight (so much so) that it was even
difficult to sit crossed-legged. Then the fashion of the ‘pants’ changed with
the width of the lower opening becoming 24’’ – as a result of which some
people used to fall when the wide lower ends of the trousers got entangled
while walking. Soon after that these pants took the appearance of a ‘bell’
(bell bottom) – they were tight at the knees but the width at the lower end
was even more that 24”. Nowadays these pants have become tight at lower
end and loose at the upper end.
Earlier our turbans used to be of one single ‘width’. Nowadays
according to the new fashion it has become customary to use turbans of
double width.
With the rapid changes of fashions a great deal of money, focus, time
and energy are being wasted in ‘fashion worship’ or fashion slavery.
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Besides the fashions of clothes very rapid changes are taking place in
the fashions of ‘make-up’. Various types of powders, creams, colouring etc.
and every other means of make-up are found in abundance in shops.
We have tremendously increased this fashion of make-up with the result
that a great deal of our attention, time and money are spent in vain.
Abandoning the excellent peace-giving teachings of simple living and
high thinking and becoming subordinate to base-sensual desires, we are
suffering physically, mentally and economically in ‘fashion-adoration’.
1

O Baba, the pleasures of other clothes are false.
Wearing them, the body is ruined, and wickedness and corruption enter into
the mind.
16

2

I may anoint my limbs with sandalwood oil.
I may dress up and wear silk and satin clothes.
But without the Lord's Name, where would I find peace?
So what should I wear? In what clothes should I display myself?
Without the Lord of the Universe, how can I find peace? (1)
I may wear ear-rings, and a pearl necklace around my neck;
my bed may be adorned with red blankets, flowers and red powder;
but without the Lord of the Universe, where can I search for peace? (2) 235

In the same way fashion has entered our food and drinks. Instead of
simpl-clean-peace giving healthy food, we deep fry, apply peppery spices of
different types to God-given natural foods destroy their beneficial content
such as vitamins etc, just to satisfy the desire of our tongue.
By way of an example – we fulfil the desire of the tongue through pureean,
kachaoreean, pakaurhay, prauthay, pickles, jams and marmalade,cakes,
meat etc. and numerous other types of food.
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Even for drinking, instead of plain water many types of syrups, tea,
coffee, coca-cola, beer, alcohol etc. are habitually used – these drinks,
besides being expensive are also harmful health wise. In contrast to these
fresh fruit juice is very beneficial for health.
Similarly from among the numerous gifts of God, fresh fruits and
vegetables are special boons which are very useful and beneficial for our
health.
We put these beneficial fruits in tins or bottles and adding preservatives,
we close them and later consume them ‘stale’.
Everyone knows that these preservatives are harmful for health but still
our kitchen shelves and dining tables are decorated with tins and bottles
with colourful mind-attracting labels. In fact, this decoration or ‘fashionadoration’ is harmful to our health.
On the other hand, man made sweets are harmful for health and are
more expensive than fruits and vegetables.
We have become such slaves of the desires of the tongue that despite
knowing and realising the facts, we are giving ‘preferences’ to harmful and
expensive sweetmeats over the ‘divinely-sweet’ fruits.
It’s just not that we ourselves are tightly gripped in this ‘slavery of the
tongue’ but we are teaching our descendents or our next generation about
the slavery of this ‘desire of the tongue’.
This is the reason why our health is being ruined and we are becoming
victims of various illnesses. From the economic point of view too our hands
remain tight; this being the reason why we have to resort to corruption’s etc.
base trickery for the extra income.
O Baba, the pleasures of other foods are false.
Eating them, the body is ruined, and wickedness and corruption enter into the
mind.
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The surprising thing is that –
no announcement is made,
no preaching is done,
no order is given,
no obligation or force is used,
no one is pushed forcibly
to adopt these various types of fashions, yet we of our own free-will
automatically await these fashions with great expectations and becoming
convinced, fulfil (our desire) with eagerness and zeal.
On the other hand, the beneficial, salvation-giving eternal teachings of
religious gurus-avtars-saints-devotees-great souls are designed to make this
and the next world comfortable and peaceful; we do read or hear them but
through indifference we become ‘heedless’ and consequently do not feel the
need to pay attention, understand or cultivate them.
The regretful thing is that our children or the future generation too are
automatically, unknowingly, without any preaching, imitatively, learning
this fashion-adoration and are becoming salves to fashion.
We have become so immersed in the unnecessary ‘fashion adoration’
and the harmful fancy of pleasure that fashion has penetrated, infiltrated,
permeated every aspect of our lives. ‘Fashion-worship’ has become our
religion which we are ever ready to acknowledge or cultivate with great
eagerness, zeal and faith filled desire. For the fulfilment of this much of our
time, intellect, attention, effort and money are wasted.
If we meditate on God with so much eagerness, focus, faith-filled desire
and love (as we show for fashion) then we can achieve spiritual salvation for
this materialistic dreadful ocean.
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